
“At New Zealand Office Supplies, we deliver customer 
service that’s not just the best, but legendary!”

New Zealand Office Supplies is the fastest growing 100% 
Kiwi owned and operated distributor of office products and 
general business supplies in the market. The company’s solid 
foundation was built on a customer-centric service model with 
proven nationwide delivery capability. We efficiently service 
the requirements of consumers, professional associations, 
commercial enterprises and the corporate sector from Kaitaia to 
Bluff!  

New Zealand Office Supplies is more than just another 
stationery company, we deliver over 15,000 products from 
general office supplies, business consumables and cafeteria 
products to packaging supplies, office furniture and the very 
latest technology. Our point of difference is the commitment we 
demonstrate by delivering on our promise of ‘legendary customer 
service’ with a seamless solution that supports the needs of every 
customer regardless of size or stature. 

As a socially responsible company, we are committed to 
environmental sustainability and as such, we are actively 
reducing our impact on the environment. We believe in ‘paying it 
forward’ by supporting a number of recognised charities and non-
profit organisations that make a real difference to our community. 
We will continue to achieve success through service excellence, 
competitive pricing, high quality products and superior 
relationship management.

Thank you for being part of our journey, it’s great to have you with 
us!

Mike Manikas & Dion Neill

            NZOFFICE
0800 696 334

New Zealand’s 
Leading Brand 
of Guillotines 
and Trimmers

High quality, precision 
machines for home, school, 

and business.

orders@supplies.co.nz 25% OFF!

Ledah L3982

Offer valid 1st - 30th March 2017



PAPER GUILLOTINES

MODEL DESCRIPTION
L3104 A4, 4 sheets

LTM10 A4, 4 sheets, straight/perforation/wave

LTM20 A4, 3-5 sheets, straight/perf/wave/score/corner rounder

LDC10 A4, 3 sheets, straight/perf/wave + 5 sheet guillotine

L330 A4, 330mm, 10 sheets, metal

L360 A4, 360mm, 15 sheets, metal

L462 A3, 460mm, 10 sheets, metal

L480 A3, 480mm, 15 sheets, metal

L500 A3, 500mm, 30 sheets, metal

L670 A2, 670mm, 12 sheets, metal

L960 A1, 960mm, 10 sheets, metal with table

L1300 A0, 1300mm, 7 sheets, metal with table

L1500 B0, 1500mm, 7 sheets, metal with table 

MODEL DESCRIPTION
LDC10 A4, 3 sheets, straight/perf/wave + 5 sheet guillotine

L403 A4, 335mm, 10 sheets, plastic

L13040 A4, 360mm, 40 sheets, metal

L3948 A4, 360mm, 50 sheets, metal

L3029 B3, 546mm, 15 sheets, metal

L404 A3, 440mm, 10 sheets, plastic

L406 A3, 448mm, 20 sheets, metal

L200HD A3, 430mm, 160 sheets, metal with table

L550HD A3, 430mm, 440 sheets, metal with table

L800HD A3, 475mm, 640 sheets, metal with table 

L450HDE A3, 430mm, 360 sheets, electric, metal with table

L3982 A3, 475mm, 640 sheets, electric, metal with table

PAPER TRIMMERS
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Ledah L330

Ledah L480
“Top Seller”

Ledah L1500 Ledah L406

Ledah L3029 Ledah L3948
Ledah
L200HD

Ledah brand has been leading the pack in New Zealand for over 10 years when it comes to paper 
trimmers and guillotines. With models available to suit all your requirements, contact us today!

25% OFF THE ENTIRE RANGE DURING MARCH!

GREAT SERVICE SUPERIOR QUALITY COMPELLING RANGE


